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Interim Subcommittee on San sco 
Peninsula Rail Commuter Service of 
Assembly Committee on Transportat 
September 19, 1974 
CHAIRMAN LOUIS J. PAPAN: Assemblyman Richard 
from Santa Clara County is present, and next to him is As 
man Bill Lockyer of San Leandro. We also have with us a r 
sentative from Senator Gregorio's office, Charlotte Schultz, who 
is present in the audience. We also have with us Supervisor Bill 
Royer of San Mateo County. Also seated with me is my adminis-
trative assistant, Don Fields, and Sarah Michael, who is a con-
sultant to the Assembly Transportation Committee. I would also 
u like to extend a welcome to the members of the press. Before we 
continue I will make a brief opening statement. 
I feel that the Westbay-Peninsula corridor has reached 
the crossroads in the area of transportation planning. are 
' ' 
at least five options open to us. One if the possib extension 
of BART from San Francisco to San Jose. Another would be up-
grading and possible subsidizing of Southern Pacific Rail Commuter 
Service. Some combination of both of these is possible. Develop-
ment of a bus system is another alternative. The last 
would be to sit on our hands and do nothing. 
More immediately, the pressing matter an 111 percent 
rate increase request has attracted the Legislature's attention. 
The public is alarmed over the size of the increase requested. It 
is my hope these hearings will develop information about 
transportation planning on the Peninsula which would event 

nds of mistakes that have been made in the past such ils the 
scontinuance and removal of the rail streetcar system Los 
Angeles County. Foresight and vision was needed at t 
unfortunately, public policy makers took a very narrow ew 
public transit system they had at the time. 
We have asked as part of the opening of these hearings 
that representatives of the Southern Pacific Transportation Com-
pany be the first to testify. We have provided the Southern 
Pacific with a list of the kinds of questions which we will be 
seeking answers to. Members may well ask different questions which 
might not have been covered in the questions that were given the 
SP in advance. With that I respectfully request those who repre-
sent the Southern Pacific to come forward. We have provided a 
table and chairs for their use. It would be appreciated if those 
testifying would be kind enough to give their name and their titles. 
We would be pleased to hear a brief statement if you have one. 
Sir, your name. 
MR. BILL JAEKLE: Good morning Mr. Chairman, members of 
the subcommittee, Senator, ladies and gentlemen. My name is Bill 
Jaekle. I am vice president for transportation research of the 
Southern Pacific Transportation Company. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Mr. Jaekle would you pull that micro-
phone a little closer please. 
MR. JAEKLE: Is that better. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: That's better. 
MR. JAEKLE: Mr. Chairman, I have no prepared advance 
statements. I've had a short time to look at some of the 
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them to turn to page 3 of 3 so we might 
that have been submitted by the Southern 
support of their request for the 111 percent rate 
MR. JAEKLE: Three of 3? Yes s 
ome 
c 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Do you have, just as a start point 
for us, do you have yard switch tenders and a figure allocated of 
$250,484? 
MR. JAEKLE: Income account? 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: No, the costs figures. How is this 
kind of figure arrived at? 
MR. JAEKLE: Mr. Chairman, I'm sorry I neither prepared 
this nor am I informed as to the details of how it was prepared. 
I do know that it was prepared in accordance with the Interstate 
Commerce Commission rules and the California Public Util es 
Commission rules. Beyond that, I just am not informed as to the 
details of the individual items. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Let me ask you this, it may possibly 
cast some light on what we are looking for. Our concern is not 
with that specific expenditure. Rather, I am curious as to the 
procedure followed to arrive at such a figure. In the event the 
Southern Pacific decides it no longer is going to operate a com-
muter service and the PUC approved, would it mean that these 
expenses would no longer be incurred by the Southern Pacific? 
Or, to put it another way, are these kind of expenses of such a 
nature that they will continue even the event the Southern Pacific 
~n~y operated a freight service? 
MR. JAEKLE: I believe I understand. My answer is, 
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MR. JAEKLE: That would be good. I would to 
one thing before Bob Miller comes up here, if I may just my 
own observation -- I was in the operations, I was general manager 
of Southern Pacific and assistant vice president of operations. 
It had been my observation that after a rate increase, while 
there might be a slight drop in traffic, it seems to return. Our 
big problem has been with the consutruction of freeways. Most of 
us remember when they completed the Candlestick Freeway section 
there, right after it was completed our traffic just nose dived 
down there, and nose dived from about 1000 passengers. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Mr. Jaekle, there must be a correlation 
between rate increase and a decline in ridership. Before we pro-
ceed any further I would like to ask Mr. Miller to come up and 
while he is taking his place I wish to introduce two more of my 
colleagues: Assemblyman John Foran of San Francisco and our .dis-
tinguished Assemblyman Bob Wood from Monterey. 
Mr. Jaekle why don't both of you stay. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HAYDEN: If I remember correctly, in approx-
ly 1966 or '67 the Southern Pacific closed the park lots 
up and down the Peninsula for commuter use. I think I was at that 
time either a councilman or perhaps the mayor of one of the 
Peninsula cities. That one particular incident I think created 
mo~e mistrust, or the idea at least that Southern Pacific wanted 
to discourage commuters and commuter traffic. I remember we 
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is is a small 
90 tween 
and Chicago. It requested and received 75 rate 
crease over an 18 month period ending in May, 1971. The annual 
passenger figures for 1971 show a 24 percent in r 
and another 15 percent in 1972. This is a total 
percent in the 20 month period. Based on this, how can 
of 35 
tain that the proposed lll percent increase will reduce your 
operating deficit? 
MR. JAEKLE: I don't have the answer to that. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Well ... 
ASSEMBLYMAN HAYDEN: Mr. Chairman, just for our enlight-
enment, I am not doubting what you say, I simply want to ask you: 
Why shouldn't one division of a business enterprise subsidize 
another portion of that business? I can think of one example 
right off the top of my head. I'm reminded of some of our lounges 
and bars. They keep a rather nice restaurant along with 
particular operation. The moneymaker apparently is the bar, I am 
told, but the restaurant is kept as an attraction. The people 
are happy and it serves a very useful, very worthwhile purpose, 
and the entire business is more profitable. Now, why is it not 
ethical, or why is it not plausible, or reasonable, that one or 
more branches of a particular company should subsidize another 
of the business while providing a service for communities~ 
and maybe even a public relations asset for the business itself? 
MR. JAEKLE: I just don't think it is. I would submit 
that an operation where expenses are double its income is a poor 
· to run anything and that is just what we've got. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Is the analogy that Mr. Hayden has 
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our commuter service would be the only personal h 
the effect of rate increases on passenger ridership. was 
with the Coast Division, and it was my experience that when we 
requested a rate increase it was not to cover the full cost of 
our loses at that time. Rather it was to try to recover a portion 
of those loses. You understand that I am not going into the 
preparation of these studies for the cost figures presented. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: We have a copy of your records as pre-
viously, I presume, submitted to the PUC. I would like to invite 
the attention of each of the members to a particular figure, and 
then I would like to present it to the witnesses for their comments. 
MR. JACKEL: This sheet the Chairman has handed me goes 
back to the date of two years ago when we were paying fuel prices 
of somewhere around 10~¢. Please don't hold me to that exact 
number, but in that magnitude and now we are looking upwards at 
2~ times that in new claims. 
SENATOR ALQUIST: Mr. Chairman, may I inquire Mr. ,Jackel 
how much did your passenger traffic fall off with the Southern 
rate increases in the past seven years? 
MR. JACKEL: I've got some numbers here, I have to take 
a f~w ~econds while I find them, I think ••. I asked our senger 
respresentatives to give me a list of the total passengers carried 
in each year •.• so on the last year, I'll just read the numbers 
down rather quickly. 
Well, it must have been in the last six months or the 
last four months of this year, tlH! tr.Jffic ;H::::ttFJIIy incr''<~IP l 
during the enery crisis. Here <Jrn UH~ pricuH •.• fJLdrt i nq t llruwjl 

MR. JACKEL: Yes sir. 
SENATOR AWUIST: Certainly more than doubl 
would result in a reduced demand. 
MR. JACKEL: Well, all I can go on is t 
your 
ience 
and I must agree with you, Senator, that 111% is different than the 
previous increases certainly, but again, our past experience 
shown no appreciable effect. 
SENATOR ALQUIST: I hope we will be able to maintain 
ridership up to where it was. 
MR. JACKEL: I can recollect back in the middle 1950's--
'57, '58, '59, the major freeway effects were the decisive factors 
affecting ridership. 
SENATOR ALQUIST: Well frankly, I don't care whether 
you get an increase or not. I merely want to see that we have 
adequate public transportation here on the Penninsula, and I think 
the question before this Committee is the same one: Basically 
how do we provide public transportation in the most efficient and 
most economical manner? We could do that by public subsidy to 
the Southern Pacific an upgrading of service~ Of course, we would 
need the cooperation of other public agencies. I think it is 
o~s to everyone that Southern Pacific not only has to build 
its own roadways, maintain it, pay taxes on it, it has the problem 
ofmaintaining the grade crossings, obtain for the protection 
devices that are necessary there and paying taxes on that 
equipment. 
(The tape recording comes inaudible at this point.) 
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ern reques 11 
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e three figures come to $790,646. Would the ervi s of 
these men be terminated if, in the event, 
any more? 
ib ) s 
MR. JACKEL: Yes, we would be (inaudib ) . 
be out of a job. There would be no reason for I 't 
like to say they would be terminated. The answer to your ques-
tion is, sir, they would not be terminated; we are not to 
fire you; we are going to take you and reorient you; we're going 
to take you by attrition and move you to some other place. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Then these figures are strictly 
indicative of commuter service cost. In the case of the 
intendents figures referred to, they are not figures which you 
have pulled out from the total cost of all Southern Paci 
operations? 
MR. JACKEL: Sir, I can't tell you how the costs were 
divided, but these figures are what our transportation research 
division developed by following the rules of the ICC and PUC. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Mr. Jackel, it is obvious that this 
is the case, but I'd like the answer as to how the cost separa-
tion was donea I would appreciate it if you could provide this 
answer to the committee as soon as possible. 
MR. JACKEL: I will see that it is done. 
ASSEMBLYMAN LOCKYER: Mr. Chairman, I might add a 
similar case to what we are discussing by asking Mr. Jackel to 
refer to the cost figures for "superintendents" provided the PUC 
1972 by the Southern Pacific. Looking at the figures for 1972, 
I note that this same category "superintendents" has a total 
a little over $200,000. In the most recent applicat to the 
s 73 
But 
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MR. JACKEL: Excuse me, the Auditor Genera . n 
to audit our books, he'll need to provide pr notice. ~rha 
I'll say by prior arrangement, so we can have the 
available. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: My staff member, Mr. Fields, s a 
question. 
s, 
MR. FIELDS: During the previous discussion, the term 
superintendents was made reference to in terms of possibly refer-
ring to the foreman of the maintenance crew on the commuter ser-
vice. It is my understanding that superintendents does not refer 
to lower echelon persons. On your application there is an item 
referred to as yard conductor. As a former employee, I should 
know what a yard conductor is, would it be a foreman, would it be 
in that category? 
MR. JACKEL: I can't go down the line and what this 
category is or what this job is. As I said, I didn't prepare for 
this. The Auditor General will be able to see exactly that and 
will be defined when he goes into details with the cost accounts. 
ASSEMBLYMAN LOCKYER: How can you have a difference of 
over $500,000? 
MR. JACKEL: I don't the answer. I said I would try 
d2velop a response to that question at the time we get the 
information for Chairman Papan. 
ASSEMBLYMAN LOCKYER: These figures just pop out at 
you. When you look at Item 201 for superintendents in 1970 it's 
SSS,OOO, in 1971 it's $58,000, in 1972 it's $51,000, then comes 
the total to the PUC of $91,000. Then all of a sudden in 1973 
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MR. JACKEL: Well, 1 3 • • • 
ASSEMBLYMAN LOCKYER: A 1 
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If the members have no further quest n I'm 90 to 
ask the Auditor General to look into s si t~ua 
we may know a little more about the expenses which you .:1 
ing to the commuter service. 
MR. JACKEL: I suggest you talk to our controller. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Yes. 
SENATOR ALQUIST: Well, along the same line, about 
way through your application to the PUC, there is a book result of 
suburban operations for the year 1973, on Page 1 of 3, Exhibit B, 
in which you list your total passenger revenue and total passenger 
expenses. You charge maintenance a\.vay and structures as being 
$458,081. If you totally eliminated your commuter service, would 
you save $458,081 in maintenance and away expenses? 
MR. JACKEL: The Bureau of Transportation of Research 
(inaudible) . 
SENATOR ALQUIST: You are in charge of engineering? 
MR. JACKEL: Yes, sir,I do, in fact, I that 
(inaudible) from where I sit (inaudible) now. For example, main-
tenance, you know, Senator, is rails, ties, switches, and switch 
points; and that sort of thing. We do put, in effect, I might say, 
a higher standard of maintenance and comfort of the commuter 
operuLion. For example, any rail that is laid is new rail. We 
don't lay secondhand rails as we do in many of our state operations 
where we can rejuvenate secondhand rails. So on that point, I 
would say the figure is underestimated, if anything. 
(Much of the following conversation is inaudible.) 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Just a minute, if you' n~ goin<J to 
ate speed frelqht service, you'n~ nq l o have lu I 
i 
not I is 
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SENATOR I ce 
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therefore it may be used as a reduction agaln 
le) . 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: In your 1 s 
you show s loss? Do you show it s 
s at the time the Auditor General and 
s question be resolve? In other words, the ttee 
to know how the loss is handled and whether that loss is a true 
loss or are there any advantages built into this o ss 
that actually benefit the company when paying federal taxes. It 
critical that we get a true picture of this si 
MR. JACKEL: Certainly, certainly ... 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Okay. Are there any other quest 
Mr. Foran? 
ASSEMBLYMAN FORAN: Just two questions. F st of all, 
you have any figures on how many of your pas s rk 
prior to San Francisco? 
MR. JACKEL: I don't have today. Somewhere our 
records we have the estimates of that. I rather 
inaccurate unless we see the man get off the tra 
it's awfully difficult. 
check 
ASSEMBLYMAN FORAN: I have some reason to cone 
therP are about 75 percent of them. 
MR. JACKEL: Disembark short of San Francisco? 
ASSEMBLYMAN FORAN: Yes. 
MR. JACKEL: I would be surprised. 
ASSEMBLYMAN FORAN: Well, okay, I have something to 
back it up. You see, I have a report to back it up. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN FORAN: Mr. Jackel ••• 





ASSEMBLYMAN FORAN: I just wanted to correct a stake 
I made on the figure of 75 percent of the e rk the 
commuter trains prior to arrival in San Francisco. The I 
was referring to was that 75 percent of the people in San Mateo 
work within the county and 25 percent work in San Francisco. I 
jumped to the wrong conclusion. Whatever the percentage is, the 
reason I asked the question is that if we had any statistics 
which would give us some idea of the number of people who use the 
rail service, let's say from the airport to San Francisco and from 
the airport south, that's what I was trying to get at -- that 
figure. Obviously, the figure I used was wrong. I used the 25 
percent of the 75 percent figure referring to the number of per-
sons who work within the county. It would be important to develop 
figures as to what the potential intercounty patronage would be as 
opposed to the intracounty service. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Mr. Foran, are you through? Mr. Wood. 
ASSEMBLYMAN WOOD: Yes, I have a question. Maybe this 
was covered when I was out phoning. Is it a common practice when 
you are going before the PUC to ask for more than you probably 
feel you will get, similar to a union when they are bargaining for 
wages or perhaps a farmer if he has a crop. 
If you received increases of six percent or ten percent 
over the years, would you ask for 20 percent or would you ask for 
six percent or ten percent? 
MR. JACKEL: Mr. Wood, it is a little bit, maybe, differ-
ent way. We have not asked for what we thought was our full loss 
when we've gone before the commi~wion. r I J 1 !;dy Lhoy' v·~ . dono an 
excellent job of beinrJ adversary, i l '/(HJ. wLI I, .~wl hoy havo look 
s 
ease 
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) . Let 
, 
available. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Say it were made avai 
Southern Pacific could accept it, my understanding is tlhl you 
would be in a position to accept it if it were offered. 
you elaborate on what would be the posture of the Southern Pac 
MR. JACKEL: We would prefer not to the subs 
And I say prefer, without any facts or figures, or exact what 
it covers. Obviously I can't answer that. I can only specula 
SENATOR ALQUIST: Let's put it another way: Would you 
like to turn your commute business over to AMTRAK as you did your 
other passenger business and then operate it for them on a cost 
plus basis? 
MR. JACKEL: No, because we (inaudible) bus ss with 
AMTRAK. We are not getting our money back in treasury. AMTRAK 
does not pay us for the maintenance of the track at a l le 
it is better than it was, we are losing money on that AMTRAK 
contract. 
SENATOR ALQUIST: I think that is a debatable 
about the maintenance of your right-of-way and the other costs. 
I think the basic question for this committee to determine is not 
whether the rate increase is justified or not, that's a function 
of Public Utilities Commission, but rather how are we going 
to maintain some commuter service on this Peninsula and what is 
the best way to do it. 
The Southern Pacific will be required to, for the time 
beiJ.1g as one of their justifications for maintaining the freight 
iness is to continue to provide passenger l'wrviceB. 'l'hat' 1-:1 
















are questions the record will show wh I would swered, 
Mr. , supportative of what Senator A s st~a is 
would also be related to information that has al 
you by Supervisor Royer in the case of 
BART in Daly City or possibly the other alternat s 
been fur-
extend 
your present line to go to First and Mission Streets Sun 
to 
Francisco. I am concerned about what the posture of the Southern 
Pacific is going to be as we proceed in San Mateo County, 
example, what cooperation can we expect for the established bus 
feeder line which may increase your patronage? These are questions 
which I would like answered so that we might have as a matter 
of record exactly what the Southern Pacific has planned wi 
to the continuing of the present commuter service. 
regard 
ASSEMBLYMAN LOCKYER: Yes, I suppose, Mr. Jackel, ever 
since Frank North wrote The Octopus it has been easy to kick around 
the railroad. You know, and I don't mean to simply fall back on 
that, but I do think that it is important to point out that there 
were enormous subsidies given to the Southern Pacific at the time 
of construction. This was the kind of land that still provides 
for real estate operation, and I don't think it is fair to say, 
"Well, we don't really like to be a transportation operation which 
upon subsidies," when it was subsidies which were the 
original umbilical cords of SP, UP, and a bunch of other guys that 
got into this business. I don'~ wish to bait you and draw you off 
into that. I really want to ask a question and I assume the ans-
answer to this is no, but I think I need to ask it. Has there 
been any kind of serious study on your part of the k a 
changes or alterations or extcnsj.onu of servi~es to the a 
to t Da City BART 1 I to the 
of that k of serious 
cus 
MR. JACKEL: As to 
s. se es, as 
s , Mr. Cha 
c We have cooperated with MTC. I 
1 report that you all may have seen, 
there was obtained from our transportat 





tal expenditures. No, the Southern Paci c cannot ( 
Fre shippers provide our capital money. At 
est rate we cannot spend our money to go 
operation. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Could you g 
of the last you made a capital 
on that commuter line? 
MR. JACKEL: Rolling stock? 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Yes. 
MR. JACKEL: We just got through 
and on a 




s on that service. On the present market, s runs 
rate 
$480,000 to $500, to put those on. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Those are exclus 
? Now, are those figures reflected 
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MR. JACKEL: I couldn't answer 
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the fact that 10 new locomotives (inaudible). 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Have any of those locomot ves 
called upon to be used in freight service? 
MR. JACKEL: No. 
CHAIRMAN PAP~N: Not at all? 
MR. JACKEL: They will be used by the weekend; for 
example, on Friday night the train goes down to San Jose. We can 
take and work out a loan for a run over to Tracy and back 
(inaudible). 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Let me ask, Mr. Jackel, if I may, when 
was the last time the Southern Pacific made any expenditure on 
passenger cars on that line? I think we may have it. Was it 
1968? 
MR. JACKEL: Yes, there were 15 of the local 1 cars 
purchased prior to 1968. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Right. And previous to that? 
MR. JACKEL: There were 21 in 1957 and 10 in 1955. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Let me ask you another question regard-
ing that equipment: When you write it off, how long per of time 
does it take to write that off? 
MR. JACKEL: I am sorry. I can't answer that. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Please have that as one of the questions 
which I would like answered. The computing of depreciation, I'm 
sure you would agree, is an impcrtant factor. I am sure you have 
included it in your rate application. 
MR. JACKEL: As everyone probably knows, some of our 
cars are very old. I would like to point out those cars have been 
written off and are no longer charged as a depreciation. 
at 
t 
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SENATOR ST: I can't answer ' but the PUC sta 
11 testify later. We can make that 
would be no longer a publ neces-
ce It is solely at e d com-




ASSEMBLYMAN HAYDEN: I asked quest 
at s increa past 
point was 16,600 commuters s 















MR. JACKEL: And also isn't there .:1n amount 
of iness within the county itself, so that 
needed to commute has increased? Both of these 
ASSEMBLYMAN HAYDEN: All of these thi s wou 
tors, but the point is, here again the Public Utilit s 
sion would have the authority to make the determination that 
passenger service could be threatened when it reached such a 
level that it would no longer be doing anything other than a 
miniscule job in providing for the transporta on of the overall 
population. 
MR. JACKEL: I am sure Senator Alquist lS correct 
the matter and I would reiterate it ... 
ASSEMBLYMAN HAYDEN: What is the attitude of the South-
ern Pacific generally with respect to the transportation s 
which are developing? San Mateo's County's new trans 
for example, did propose plans which I suspect you 
familiar with? Santa Clara County's development of a 
a commuter bus system within the county and feeder 1 
systems and that kind of thing for the future? 
MR. JACKEL: We have not been directly 
things, however we've participated in the MTC study. 
di trict, 
s to rail 
in those 
We do pro-
vide information for those bodies that come to us request it. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HAYDEN: Let me try to force the issue a 
little bit, if I can. Is there a general positive attitude with-
in the Southern Pacific toward being part of a multimodal trans-
portation system within the Bay Area? Or have you simply not 
taken any position whatsoever on this question at this t ? 
MR. JACKEL: No, we have not taken any posit 
ASSEMBLYMAN HAYDEN: Thank you very much. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Mr. Fields would 1 some-
thing, Mr. Jackel. 
MR. JACKEL: Fine. 
MR. FIELDS: It is a general assumption, isn't it, t 
the SP commuter service patronage has declined steadi 
1967 or '66? In other words, every year patronage has l 
with the possible exception of the recent energy c s ? Is that 
basically correct? 
MR. JACKEL: My recollection (inaudible) don•t go to 
1967. In 1954 we were up to (inaudible) and since 1971 in the 
beginning of the energy crisis, and if you will permit me to 
back only two years, I think the answer is no, (inaudible). 
MR. FIELDS: You maintain it is about the same. 
MR. JACKEL: About the same because one month i 1s 
down and another month it picks up (inaudible}. 
MR. FIELDS: Southern Pacific has run an extens 
amount of advertising in the Peninsula papers and the San Fran-
cisco Chronicle. I believe the gist of it is outlined a 
packet of materials which has been handed to you relating to a 
recent KCBS editorial. Do you have that? The point I'm to 
make is that the Southern Pacific in its own advertising has 
attempted to convey the impression that patronage has decl 
except for maybe during the energy crisis. Is that a true 
statement? 
MR. JACKEL: (Inaudible) 
MR. FIELDS: Okay. 
MR. JACKEL: 'l'he reason ( j naud le) that numbur no 
' ! 
J 
part of ( le) . 
MR. FIELDS I 
to make is it a s accurate statement th some 
1i ons, that has been a 1 
since 1946, the commuter 
s you ci 
1967, ear er on. S 
rate ses. You one 
one 1971, two 1973, 
able that there is some re 
rate increases your 
just slipping a 1 
five and eight 
is that there is a 
not. It may a 
MR. JACKEL: I 
MR. FIELDS: 
clear. 
second thing I 
of the You 
tions and how you gone to 




1 7, one 
one so far 
I m 
In your own adver-
Os 50 
'69, one 













1 I just to 
like to out is in terms 
to 
PUC and negotiated 
you could. Isn't true that 
the PUC staff s, for the most ' never a 
figures the SP has submitted? , isn't true s 
never been a major content the s you 
have r moderate rate of 10 five 
percent, or eight percent? the PUC 
your vers of ficit s, r own • that is 

the staff's own estimates, were usual of such 
a rate increase of five to ten pe 
cases covered the deficit figures the 
In other words, by keeping your rate increase rcques 
minimum level, you never forced the Pub lit 
to directly examine your version of the de f ures? 
MR. JACKEL: 
never accepted them? 
Is that a correct statement that 
? 
ve 
MR. FIELDS: They have never accepted the year year 
deficit figures. 
MR. JACKEL: I would say that (inaudible). 
MR. FIELDS: All right, but is conce 
that they would accept the $4.8 million deficit that 
ing reference to in full-page newspaper ads? 
MR. JACKEL: I don't know whether (inaud 
MR. FIELDS: All right. What I wanted to c 
le to you 
are 
was 
that there is substantial dispute over exactly what the de c 
figures are. Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: We only have a few more ques ons, if 
I might, Mr. Jackel. Do you have any of the results of your adver-
tising campaign and what that has done to increase patronage; 
as misleading as one of the radio stations alleges is? 
MR. JACKEL: Could I first say what we have in the 
area of advertising? 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Yes. 
MR. JACKEL: At the suggestion of the Public Utilit s 
Commission, contrary to what we have done in our department be 
we have engaged in a strong advertising campa n. We 
advertised in the San Jose Mercury, the Pa A to T 
Redwood City Tribune, The San Mateo T s, and the San 
Examiner. According to the records I have 
people, there were 53 (inaudible) costs us $32,554.78. 
Radio Station KCBS, we have 79 one minute spots ( KGO 
we have 88 one minute spots, a total of 67 one-minute s tart-
ing with May 20 up to the present time. (Inaudible) $ ,05 A 
total of those two figures, (inaudible) in January ( 
the month of January 1973 versus January 1974, we were up 4.6 per-
cent as a result of the energy crisis. We were up 4.6 
with a total of 73,495. (Inaudible) energy crisis we went 
412,456. That was with the same number of working days in each 
month. That was a 10.8 percent increase over the previous year. 
All right, in March we were up 16 percent. In May we started our 
advertising program, (inaudible) decline in the number 
days (inaudible). In May we started our advertising program some-
where between the 12 and the 20. Instead of having a 12 percent 
increase, we had a 6.6 percent increase. That was May. In 
June it dropped 1.8 percent. That was the number that KCBS ta 
about. In July, another (inaudible) most important are the atest 
figures that I know (inaudible) a matter of public record. In 
July we jumped from 438 (inaudible) to 661,000. That was an in-
crease of 5.4 percent. I suggest that could have been a resu 
of there being five percent more working days. It could have also 
been a result of the AC strike. We didn't recognize what was 
happening, but there were lots of people in San Leandro and 
Hayward coming across San Mateo Bridge to leave their cars 
ride our service into the city. 
MR. FIELDS: Let me ask you, based on you 
sing didn't substant 1 r 
service patronage? Am I correct in mak tha statemen 
figures indicate otherwise? 
MR. JACKEL: I cannot (inaudible). I wou cer 
not (inaudible). 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Well, we have a few more quest and 
I think we should move right along. 
MR. FIELDS: As you pointed out, there was a 1.8 percent 
decline reflected in your figures for May and June. I believe the 
point the KCBS editorial was attempting to make was that is 
traditionally a very heavy month for commuter travel. And as a 
"' 
result of vacation and so on, June is a much lighter month for 
commuter travel. In fact, in three out of four of the ous 
years there was a predictable decline of 1.8 , 2 8 or what-
ever, and yet the full-page ad paid for by the Southern c 
points to this decline as evidence that the advert is campaign 
was a failure. Are you familiar with that? 
MR. JACKEL: I am familiar with that ) . 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Mr. Jackel, are there any plans or 
have there ever been any discussions extending your commuter ser-
vice to the San Francisco Airport? 
MR. JACKEL: (Inaudible) we have no plans to extend our 
ce to the airport. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: I think it has been asked, I will 
a again to make it clear we would like the question answered 
the Southern Pacific: What is your posi r ncJ to 
extending BART down the PeninsuJa if when tha t J come'? 
MR. JACKEL: (Inaudible). 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Well, can you comment Ln 1 
they thing of their commuter service? 
MR. JACKEL: We have no posture. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: No posture at all? Another qu(~ I 
have, in 1973, it is my understanding that the PUC staff was 
valved in a study of the operation of the Peninsula commuter ser-
vice. The first part of that study was completed, could you tell 
me why the second part was not? It was my understanding the 
study was somewhat critical of the Southern Pacific and its ser-
vices. 
MR. JACKEL: I just don't know why. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Did you review that study yourself and 
the contents of it? 
MR. JACKEL: I tried to find something and probably ... 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Now, the final question from me is: 
In view of the number of questions we have asked and the number 
which have remained unanswered, we will expeditious prepare the 
transcript of these proceedings. How much time do you feel you 
need to answer the specifics we've asked you and your company? 
MR. JACKEL: Some of those, I believe (inaudible) study 
(inaudible) • 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: I might point out that staff has handed 
me a little memorandum. It appears there's legislation pending 
before the congress which would allocate approximately $800 million 
for subsidizing the operating costs of public transportat 
facilities including private companies. It is my under 
your position is that Southern Pacjfic, correct me if I'm 
would be reluctant to accept a publ subs 
MR. JACKEL: What I said was that s 
know of how that money could be made avai le to the S 
Pacific railroad to have the subsidy. 





Without speculating and I can't 
It is impossible for anybody 
ate 
our 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Well, could you set down the terms of 
your acceptance of a subsidy? 
MR. JACKEL: (Inaudible). 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: So you don't think you can do that? 
In view of your complaints about the lack of 
the commuter service, in fact the deficit you rna 
from 
s been 
generated by that service, I would think you could spell out the 
kind of assistance you might need and the term wh be 
necessary ... 
MR. JACKEL: (Inaudible). 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: You may be reluctant but I wou like 
to know exactly what the Southern Pacific position is. Because 
at th~s point the (inaudible). I'm convinced, and many f 
members are convinced, that a fare increase of this tude is 
going to work undue hardships on the people t use 
The concern of this committee and that of the Legislature the 
s. 
i~<<pact and the loss of passengers which might occur. Thus, the 
impact might be to force more automobiles back on to our reeways. 
This is counterproductive. It is counter to lhe ffort o 
state, regional governments, and Jocal and t i 
major concern to all of us. 
ASSEMBLYMAN WOOD: Just one final quest 
obvious that we are not coming to a great conclusion, as far as 
one member of this committee is concerned. If the Publ l-
ities Commission turns down your rate increase request, and yet 
the public came to the realization that there had to be a cormnuter 
service, would it be the less of two evils as far as 
cerned to allow AMTRAK to take over the commuter 
might ultimately come? 
MR. JACKEL: No (inaudible) . 
ASSEMBLYMAN WOOD: (Inaudible) . 
're con-
? Which 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: (Inaudible) . Mr. Jackel, I understand 
you won't be with us during tomorrow's session. There are a few 
questions which remain unanswered and I have been informed that 
Mr. Miller will be staying and will be available to answer ques-
tions should they evolve the next day or so. Is there 
else you might comment on? You know the line of questioning we 
1 be persuing so that we would appreciate having someone 
tomorrow on hand speaking for the Southern Paci c who 
answer the questions for us as they develop. Could you controller 
be with us tomorrow? 
MR. JACKEL: The controller (inaudible) I just can't 
1 you (inaudible) are available. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: How about the controller? 
MR. JACKEL: I don't think he is goiny to be able to 
answer your questions (inaudible) and the cont~ro l I r~ r, ho hil B 
control of the records. 
,/; 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Is there any 
one from the company, in addition to Mr. 1 
to attend? 
MR. JACKEL: (Inaudible) . 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: How about Mr. 
MR. JACKEL: (Inaudible) . 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Well, we're concerned we 
want to hold up the hearing in the event we need a que 
answered tomorrow. We would like someone here to answer rst 
hand questions. Yes, I would most appreciate that. 
MR. JACKEL: We will get some information 
shortly after lunch. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Fine. We would apprec 
thank you and the committee thanks you. 
MR. JACKEL: (Inaudible). 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: (Inaudible). We're 




CHAIRMAN PAPAN: (Inaudible) will you state your name 
s r? 
MR. BILL BURNS: My name is Bill Burns. 'm 
instead of Carl Smith on behal= of the Peninsula Commute and 
Transit Committee. I have a kind of summary of 
ttee that I would like to present. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Go right ahead, Mr. Burns. 
MR. BURNS: There are complaints from our 
of the 
Southern Pacific service on the Peninsula that are 
and various, and I have a sun@ary. 
Basically, from all the compla ts rai ed, the 
observation is that the Southern Pacif does not car 
commuter service. The Southern Pacific Peninsula servi ha been, 
by top level management, allowed to continue downward 1n spiral 
of deterioration of service. I am pleased with the that 
the committee has taken this morning in trying, even 
unsuccessfully, to get answers out of the Southern Pacif Now, 
what are they trying to do? 
All the time the management had to say, well, gee, we 
don't know about how other people handle passenger service, indi-
cates the level of concern the management has about this kind of 
service. As a regular rider, I can testify from first hand know-
ledge of the impact of the management policy hundreds of other 
little ways. In general, it expresses an attitude of , as a 
commuter, are you harrassing the Southern Pacif by rid our 
train? Why don't you just drive a car?" 
Just as an example, last Tuesday I had to catch the 
3 o'clock train because of an appointment on the Peninsula. It 
was a two car train and the first car behind the eng was a 
smoker and the second car was a nonsmoker. I had caught 
train before and it was the same thing, that is, the nonsmoking 
car was jammed with people, packed like sardines, while the 
smoker was about empty. I asked the conductor why they don't 
change one-half of the smoker to nonsmokers, and he said, "Oh, I 
don't know. I don't have anything to do with that. You 11 
have to talk to somebody else about that." I sa who should 
~~ 
I' 
talk to? And he sa , "I don't know." So I 
? he sa , "No, I don' 
II Evidently, the people who run the tra t 
c relations wi whoever it makes 
of 
com-
muter And t is one examp 
I think this attempt to double the present fare is the 
most blatant attempt yet to try to get the commuters off 
Southern Pacific service. I think they're of sent 
developments. I think it was mentioned this morn the MTC 
study where the preliminary report indicates a major 
of the Southern Pacific commuter service is feas le. 
all of these are reasonable conclusions relevant to Pen 
The major upgrading of the Southern Paci ce is 
for Peninsula mass transit. I believe the Southern 
fearful of this. I think the size of rate r 




Now, I would like to go through a 
common complaints about the service which s 
basis of our committee's experience. I think 
some of the 
ca them complaints, we should call them s 
how SP management policy is implemented on the trains. 
First, there is the infrequency of service on 




fice and taken care of a few things at 8 o'c and been ab 
to catch a train about 9:30 to get down here. Well, to 
.:.e train schedule there is one train leaving from San Francisco 
at 8:25 a.m. and that is followed by another one at 11: 
So there is no way I could go into work and 'J I () 
I II 
and come down here and then go back in. There is no tra 
San Francisco south between 8:25 and 11:00 a.m. s 
s morn 
week. 
The general distrust indicated 
testimony by the assemblymen and senators 
Pacific's bookkeeping practices is well warranted. 
of the 
Several of our members mentioned at our meetinq the 
other night, the Southern Pacific's practice of conductincJ 
of ridership at times when many users are on vacation or 
some other naturally low ridership periods. I think that some of 
the comments leading to the idea of looking at individual cost 
items for the SP commute service rather than some kind of al 
expense for bookkeeping is very important. Also, try to at 
the changes. For example, it's been mentioned that different kinds 
of locomotives have shown up on the commute service. Why does the 
Southern Pacific all of a sudden decide they needed dif 
motives? Was there a concern for the reliability of the 
or is there a great difference in their ability to write-off the 
depreciation on these other locomotives? For example, these other 
locomotives are equipped with snowplows. Now I'm not sure how to 
evaluate snowplow capability for the commuter service. 
There's a general complaint about the older cars. 
Their problem is (inaudible) turned off even when it's hot weather, 
some very, very poor lighting, and in addition (inaudible) 
of the putty thing on the left arm from putting it down on the 
window of an SP train. After that happened, I tried to call 
Mr. (Inaudible), who is manager at SP, and left no less than four 
or five messages. He was never in and I left him four or 
direct messages with my phone number and name r s that 
return call. At no time did he ca The 
things and let them d 
case s 's been two months since I cal 
s another way they try to handle 
them so they wi go away. I think that's 
the tremendous enthusiasm to come down and tes 
s committee. 
The Southern Pacific, as you know, did not 
service for ll years until the recent action was 
Public Utilities Commission. Then even their ads sa 
service would be worth twice the price. This caused 
to begin to wonder a little bit about what was 






pretty soon their rates increased and they are ing to 
double their rates as was feared. When they were ta about a 
cheaper price, it was very clear that they 
another kind of rate interest. 
Other problems that are complained 
to 
are: a 
fancy roadbed and a stretch of track close to Burl , a problem 
of parking lot maintenance at (inaudible) and Belmont, and 
problem of parking lot vandalism at Mountain View. for 
pa another one of the little things that adds to 
things that (inaudible). For the occasional user, one way 
trip fares are now becornming impossible. If 
that will virtually guarantee that the nuisance 
are doubled 
during the day on an occasional basis rather than on a 
commute will be entirely done away with. Occas 
are discouraged by the present rate, and therefore, 
ers 
1 
new riders who might be trying out the~ se 
by the fares charged. 
There are other complaints about ear 
out of San Francisco with closed, locked, s 
of the fact that people are standing in other cars. 
won't open them up and let people ln. 
(Inaudible) SP has apparently undertaken no ( 
research and analysis. Yet they ignore a massive mark the 
loyment (inaudible) along the rail lines. In a s lar way 
ignored the potential expected of service to South San Jose 
where the mainline has a run going by two of the st San Jose 
It is clear they are not interested ld 
sh by taking advantage of (inaudible) that happens 
the entire Peninsula corridor during the time when the SP serv 
(inaudible) has run. The Southern Pacific is not prepar 
k of survey of present riders to determine their 
service might be adjusted to better respond to the 
potential ridership. The service that exists today is ba 
the way it was and the way it existed at the the Southern 
Paci was trying to run (inaudible) at the time 
the present schedule for express trains (inaudible) 
Since then there has been no survey to find out if the 
the people, their needs, or the times have changed 
are simply running •.• 
SENATOR ALQUIST: May I interrupt for a moment? I 't 
think there is any question about the fact the Southern Pacif 
wants to get out of the commuter business, the pas bu ss 
entirely. They said so. They don't mnke any IJCn't out ,, 
So it is not at all surprising that or don' 
you have enumerated I 
Do feel it is an obligation of a 
ise such as the Southern Pacific to commuter 
vice at a loss? Do you believe that they are actual 
present service at a loss? 
MR. BURNS: Well, we have been about as succes ful 
obtaining information as to the Southern Paci c's 
procedures as the members of the committee have this 
(Inaudible) 
I think the best thing here is to look at the 
area where the railroad authority is a lot more ( le) then 
Burlington Northern, a Milwaukee road improved e) 
chased all the rolling stock and increased the 
creation of the transit district and with 1 is-
tance. In other words, some kind of devine effort 
private railroads who do the operation and public agenc 
transit districts (inaudible). 
SENATOR ALQUIST: Do you agree lS not 
railroad responsibility that there is some publ r ili 
too, to make a cooperative effort? 
MR. BURNS: Very definitely. The question is is 
the private corporation's responsibility to 
effort. 
SENATOR ALQUIST: In spite of what they say I am te 
sure they will cooperate to whatever extent they are to. 
MR. BURNS: Our experience in deal with rn 
Pacific has been negative. Their att appear " 
show up," "Don't talk to the people, " "Don't g<: ved, 
everything and rather than (i ) a 
that they have not the top licy is to 
state, local agencies to provide a first-class commuter 
to the Peninsula. I have no doubt at all the ils o 
financing could be worked out. The Southern Pacif cou 
(inaudible) it into first (inaudible) . 
SENATOR ALQUIST: Where's the money Ar 
the San Mateo voters going to approve a property tax rease to 
subsidize commute service? 
MR. BURNS: Well, we're going to Chicago ... 
SENATOR ALQUIST: You don't have to go That's 
where it came from in San Francisco. The voters there 
the creation of BART and taxed themselves to pay for it. At the 
same time the voters of Santa Clara County and San Mateo County 
refused to do the same. 
MR. BURNS: Yes, well I think as I read it, the opinion 
on the Peninsula is that an upgraded Southern Pacif se 
would provide the transportation needs. I am referring to the 
upgrading proposal in terms of the Metropolitan Transit ss 
study. As I recall the cost figures would be about half a llion 
dollars. I don't think the preliminary figures in the MTC report 
(inaudible) for a major upgrade. I am not talking about the 
(inaudible). Maybe I'm using the wrong term. They have 
types of operating, minor, major and then, I think kind of (in-
audible) • I am talking about the circumstance where the 
as I (inaudible) and perhaps I shouldn't go into it thout the 
report (inaudible). There's no question about the 
.; 
1ternat is to allow the SP to e 
from the commuter service and make sure 
commutes by automobile. That's the 1 
the public policy question is ( 
th the organization that has control a needed 
that's the right-of-way pf the Southern Paci c down the 
SENATOR ALQUIST: I think you will f the 
agreement with you on that (inaudible). not on terms 
of (inaudible) for the chairman. The main purpose of s hearing 
is to determine what form of organization and what of public 
financing and what degree of assistance is needed 
the Southern Pacific service, that is in the event it is 
upgrading the Southern Pacific service is a le alter-
native to bringing BART down here. The thing that 11 
these decisions out will be the full public s 
ness of the public to participate in these ons 
and to assume some of the responsibility for what are 
for. I think that in part depends on what the is f 
And if they are offered the kind (inaudible) then we have now, 
perhaps the support would be very, very different if the plan 
were to provide a real upgraded service that would answer lot 
that are not being met by today's Has 
organization considered asking AMTRAK to take over commuter 
? 
MR. BURNS: Well our organization is a group of vo 
MR. BURNS: (Inaudible) for and 
'' I 
so we're -- (inaudible). 
SENATOR ALQUIST: That wouldn't tak(~ resea 
just say AMTRAK operates (inaudible) the 
as well, or is contract of the Southern Paci to 
make up the deficit. That's one way you could subs 
they claim they made right now. 
t 
es 
MR. BURNS: I guess our policy is simply to try to ing 
the problem to the attention of public officia who the 
possibility and much greater resources to try to nail down 
specific solutions. I don't think we have the resources to try 
to ?ay it should be run by AMTRAK or run by a joint powers agree-
ment between Santa Clara County and San Mateo 
or it should be run by giving other people the operationa powers 
or any of the probably six to ten other ways of 
into the operational (inaudible) because we certa 
the automobile commuters. 
lie subs 
SUDS e 
SENATOR ALQUIST: Well, these are question which will 
ultimately be decided by the Legislature and the Congress but the 
determination that is made will be influenced a deal by the 
testimony before this committee and the Senate 
Committee. 
MR. BURNS: I think, perhaps, what should be done 
(inaudible) where they were able to influence r sh 
from 4500 to about 7000 in a matter of months by not necessarily 
just advertising, but also trying to vary, specifically, directly 
serve the needs of the people of the community. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Thank you Mr. Burns. We're coming to 
realize these issues as a community. In San Mateo , for 
I,\ 
, there will be a measure on the November 
a trans d ict. If that measure passes, 
plans will be developed as to ways to 
l for commuters. This should signi 
of service. Un 
us any from Southern Pacific wasn't in a position tog 
ular information as to what impact these devel 
the commuter service. We are well aware of the 
11 have on 
concerns 
you have expressed and experienced riding the commute serv I 
think that we are approaching a crossroads tran tion 
ing on the Peninsula, in the state, and the nat 
Now Mr. Wood had a question of Senator Alquist. 
ASSEMBLYMAN WOOD: Yes, one remark. I 
AMTRAK more than any other legislator in Sacramento. I r 
between Davis and Salinas, but I've found over the 
especially the last year or so, that the AMTRAK is very fr 
They have done just the things you apparently wou 1 
The good is good, the personnel are cons of the pas 
r 
whether be a small child, an elderly gentleman, or whoever it 
be. Have you had a chance to ride AMTRAK in the last 
or so? 
SENATOR ALQUIST: No I haven't. 
ASSEMBLYMAN WOOD: Is it possible that if you do, you 
consider as Senator Alqui~t said that if you do not vote 
a public transit district, you might consider a 1 to turn 
service over to AMTRAK? It is surprising the 
which, as a customer, I have noticed. As you know, the 
train (inaud~ble) the Daylight use to something 37 
f ' 
passengers up and down the coast, whereas 
mon to have as many as 300 to 400 pas 
expres lot of this has come about because of the 
It's possible that you might like to hop the some and 
go to Davis and just notice if you see the change. It be 
something you would like to look into (inaudible) if BART is not 
voted into this district, which I hope someday you do. Ult ly, 
I hope someday it will g.o to Monterey County and down the Peninsula. 
MR. BURNS: The MTC feasibility study offers an alterna-
tive to that. As I understand it, it would run the Southern 
Pacific commuter service into the BART terminal at Daly City. 
This seems quite feasible -- according to the MTC study the 
lowest cost alternative (inaudible) right across the street from 
where BART terminates in Daly City. So you could run the (inaud-
ible} right into the Daly City terminal of BART. I have forgotten 
the exact cost. This would include (inaudible) ridershiper and 
later (inaudible) right-of-way you would have ridership and 
could be phased in (inaudible) compatible with extens 
down the Peninsula at a later date. 
BART 
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: We have no objection with that at 
all. We're not really in a position to be able intelligently 
evaluate the political realities of how (inaudible) organization 
or what agency or what kinds of methods could be used to 
about a better commuter service. All we are concerned about is 
that we not be driven out of trains and into our automobiles. 
ASSEMBLYMAN WOOD: I don't think that Senator Alquist 
brought it out, and my attitude happens to be same as one 
member of the committee. I can't:. bl <~me rn Paci c t 
a lot of business, because they feel re-
losses r ss of what 
we ld it, we shou 
trans district, I don't think we know exact what the an 
is. I don't mysElf being wholly commi to 
Southern fie. You or I as an individual e) vate 
ise would also hesitate to continue a bus s that is 
losing money. But I think, at least as an 1, that I 
would concur with you that the attitude alone possibly might 
change this around to some degree. This is the area that I would 
agree with you. 
MR. BURNS: Well, I don't dispute the say 
about not wanting to continue an operation that is los 
My concern is which solution (inaudible) and is to to 
drive people out of the trains in whatever way poss so 
(inaudible) down. Rather than looking at what I cons a 
more public (inaudible) corporate respons ility of to 
solve the deficit problem in some other way without des 
the service. It is their response to the loss that concerns us, 
it is understandable that they are unhappy with a loss. It is 
their reaction to it which appears to be to try to smant 
service itself and get out of the business. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: You've indicated in your testimony 
you think some sort of puclic participation may necessary 
in terms of funding. Are you familiar with Proposition A which 
will be on San Mateo County's ballot in the November 5 election? 
MR. BURNS: The one coming up in November? 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: Yes. The chairman al to the 
measure earlier. 
MR. BURNS: I'm famil r to the extent that 's 
s lar to the one that was put together Santa 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: That's correct. of the var-
ious alternatives we've talked about would 1 
ipation whether its an upgrade of the Southern Pacific or whatever. 
" Just as operating a bus requires the public (inaudible) 
Now, as I understand your earlier testimony, your organi 
has not taken a position with respect to support or opposition 
or neutrality on Proposition A. Is that correct? 
MR. BURNS: No, I would think the organization would 
support Proposition A wholeheartedly. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: Has it done so as a matter of a 
formal vote of the organization? 
MR. BURNS: I'm not sure, perhaps we've just simply been 
assuming (inaudible) because we certainly supported the passage 
of the proposition in Santa Clara County. I am sure, at st I 
can say, whether there has been a formal vote taken or not. But 
the position of the Peninsula Commute and Transit Committee is 
more than wholehearted support of the proposition to establish a~ 
transit district. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: In order to achieve the objectives 
you are seeking without just relying on banging Southern fie 
over the head, which apparently now is pretty clear that they 
aren't going to get the kind of things they are looking for just 
by banging the Southern Pacific over the head. (Inaudible) not to 
have this kind of a district and Lou Papan and I will call your 
organization and you and ask for a campaign contr to t 
( 
ition A, because that's putting your mouth 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Thank you Mr. Arnett. Mr. Burns have 
you completed your testimony? We are to ourn 
lunch unless there is something more. We thank you for 
mony you have provided us. We will be meeting for two 
there is something you would like to present tomorrow or s 
afternoon feel free to join us. We will be returning at 1:30 
(LUNCHEON RECESS) 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: The subcommittee will proceed as per 
the agenda. Presently we have several person from the Cali 
Public Utilities Commission staff with us. Gentlemen, I 
like you to state your name and position with the Publ 1 
Commission and we will get on with the hearing. 
MR. WILLIAM FOLEY: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
is Bill Foley, principal counsel from the legal divis 




transportation engineer, transportation division, Publ es 
Commission. In addition we have Mr. Lionel Wilson who will serve 
as attorney for the commission in this rate case. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Why don't you come up Mr. lson so we 
can have everybody conveniently at hand. Find some chairs. We 
can pull over some more from over there. 
MR. FOLEY: Mr. Wilson is also in the legal 
And behind Mr. Wilson is Mr. Mark Gottlieb who works with 
Mr. Astrue. I'll try to answer any questions you have 
1 sense and if you have any specific ques I cannot 
the 
' ( 
answer, then perhaps Mr. Astrue or Mr. Wilson can he 
I might add that we have provided the co~nittec 
out. 
actions taken by the commission with regard to the Southern 
Pacific operations since 1946. (Inaudible) not only fare 
creases have been granted during those years but also 
and I was the only (inaudible) on alert that is given 
historical purposes. You will note that under the appli 
column two of the proceedings (inaudible). The quest that was 
directed to us by Mr. Field, I believe is a general one as to how 
the commission handled rate application requests of s kind. 
Again, I would like to say that I expect the commiss 11 han-
dle this rate application in the normal manner under (inaudib 
procedure. This procedure calls for (inaudible) appl ion to 
the commissioner and the hearing examiner. I believe s has 
been done and Mr. (inaudible) is the hearing examiner. I be eve 
Mr. is the assigned commissioner on the case. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Could you reduce that to a t frame 
as to the specifics of the proposed rate increase we are dealing 
with here. Do you have some idea as to when these s will 
place. 
MR. FOLEY: The best way I can answer, I guess, wou 
be to say that some of the past cases have taken about a year 
before there has been a final decision by the commission. As I 
say, the first step is the assignment of the case by the ssion 
(inaudible). That has been done, the noral procedure fter 
probably involves a prehearing conference in which the staff and 
any other interested parties along with the appl the 
case get together informally with the hear to 
I 
the requested, information prob 
have arisen r 
to set a schedule for (inaudible) the matter 
ings are held (inaudible) procedure provides that the 
sented showing (inaudible) and the commiss 
that (inaudible) in the early stages ( It s 
position as in the past (inaudible) increases I the staff 
will be opposed to the increase. Perhaps (inaudib 
standing and then the applicants are permitted to ( le) case. 
After the hearings there are usually briefs submitted by 
attorneys of both parties and the examiner gets those free. He 
gets the transcrip,ts and all of the exhibits ba on 
he prepares a proposed decision or draft de s to 
commission. The commission, thereafter, acts on the 
sion. The commission can revise it, reject , or 
might add that during the hearing, these are 
cross-examination takes place (inaudible) but aga 
cross-examination of witnesses (inaudible) 
le 




MR. FOLEY: No. 1 (inaud le) both 
be l lications were--the S.P. is asking for what 
al increase (inaudible) it takes about a Now ther have 
other applications in the last year that have t le s than 
(inaudible) I believe (inaudible) and there was also last year a 
retirement (inaudible) from the firemen ... the Federal Government 
(inaudible) the railroad came in for an off setting increase 
usually take less time. For the second question No. 2, aga all I 
can answer is in a general way and then if you have specific quest 
e 
(inaudible). Let me point out this way what happens is the commute 
railroads (inaudible) the railraod files an application request an 
increase in the rate, and saying that a certain number of dollars are 
being (inaudible) by the (inaudible) in providing the service. 
staff then reviews that claim and comes up with his own (inaudible) 
and estimate of what (inaudible) and it is up to the Commission to 
a decision and adopt or (inaudible) the other or (inaudible) and 
as an example of what happens is the last (inaudible) dec is 
(inaudible) about three years old, November, 1971 (inaudib for 
l 
tfi~ record this was decision No. 79355, application No. 52613. If you 
estimated its revenues in that case there's 4 million dollars 
4 million, thousand. The Commission sta concluded that reasonable 
revenue (inaudible) 4 million, 569 thousand. So there was a difference 
there between the staff and company (inaudible) the staff 
ing a higher revenue figure, and the staff figure was 
been 
by 
the Commission. On the same side of the picture the railroad (inaudib 
which is, I might add (inaudible) being an allocated direct (inaudible) 
other words, an attempt to (inaudible). I c rri1~d out what the~ cost 




CHAIRMAN PAPAN: 1970 Mr. Fol 
MR. FOLEY: Yes 
to the railroad 
ible) 
e) r 
was a net loss 
came up 
an operating (inaudible) of $985,000 dol 
that ? 
s, s the 
sian (inaudible). Then too, and this (inaud le) of 
question that you raised earlier this morning the staff a 
and cuts back $985,000 operating loss in half for tax 
purposes because the company does get to get the (inaud le) on 
income tax return, so the staff (inaudible) their figure $532,000 
and the Commission in this case (inaudible) and so that -- I guess 
the general answer to question No. 2 is that the ( 
the company is reviewed (inaudible) the staff comes up 
figures of the (inaudible and they (inaudible) be adopted 
sian in whole or in part. (inaudible) a particular 
the Commission did adopt the staff figure. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Mr. Arnett are there any 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: Yes, one of the --
representations by the company are analyzed. To what 
Commission's authority go in making these analys re 
figures of the company, and what do you do when 
esentation in their figure? 
MR. FOLEY: Well, I think that perhaps Mr. 












figure, the Commission staff can make data request through company 
and (inaudible) if the company does not cooperate and that has happened 
occasions with S.P. the staff can (inaudible) make a mot le) 
and the information. If all was possible with the ff 
(60) 
people down to view the company's operation, and that occurred on 
occasions in the past, but (inaudible) the number staff per 1 
l 
le) it is impossible to go through s f 
every single (inaudible) application. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: No, I understand that, I what I 
am trying to get at is the authority that you have to seek informat 
to conduct some kind of adequate check and balance. 
MR. FOLEY: The legal authroity is quite le) ... 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: Now for instance, would the Commiss 
have determined a figure when you refer to the 1970 case of 5.5 some 
odd million dollars that's opposed to the company's sentation of 
$9.1 million dollars, what would have taken place in 1970 to oduce 
the different figure? 
MR. FOLEY: Well, it may just be again Mr. (inaud le) 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: What would have taken p in 1970 to 
oduce different figures? 
MR. FOLEY: (inaudible) 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: It could not just be mathemat s. It's 
more than a mathematical ... 
MR. FOLEY: (INAUDIBLE). You can get different results 
depending upon different methodology and, also, just on j 
of what (inaudible), and this goes on in economic regulatory hear s 
all the time where you will get witnesses. They may be work on 
same law of (inaudible) and based on different methodology or different 
assumptions (inaudible) figures. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: Well, okay, but aside from looking at 
their applications, one point in the application ... someon(' who i~ 
an off company, it could have been a 
r a verif ion some of 
le) representative part of the l t 
a snow I can (inaudible), etc., and he swears 
perjury that this is the (inaudible) figures of what 
s if you discover that the fact and figures are not 
the case. Let's start with that question. What 
? Do you go after the guy who signed that p and proceed 
in court to (inaudible) in jail? Do you slap the wrist of the company? 
Do you simply come up with a different set of figures? What happens 
v 
if there has been, not purposeful, but perhaps a negl r esentation 
of the facts? 
MR. FOLEY: I imagine that (inaudible) perhaps (inaudible 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: That's what I am getting at. You know, 
I think of an extreme coming down now where they are to use a 
me~~odology that is going •.. to the best of the 1 make the case. 
MR. FOLEY: Surely. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: And that means, can ow 
any kind of figures they want into a rate increase 1 Just 
instance, you look at some of the figures the ses 
application. I would rather suspect that some of f es 
e grossly exaggerated. Now, what do you do about s 1 that? 
Is part of what makes up the difference in j between a 9.1 
llion and a 5.5 million in 1970? 
MR. FOLEY: If you (inaudible), surely. I mean cou very 
well be (inaudible) Company's figures (inaudib 
( 2) 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: Well, it has no r l 
type ocedure that you can give? 
MR. FOLEY: Yes, it can be an independent job ( 
and some items are checked. I understand that in the railroad and 
(inaudible) last year there was a visual check mactc by the staff at 
the company. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: That was voluntary ... 
MR. FOLEY: They asked for-- the company asked for and the 
staff (inaudible) 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: That was voluntary on their t. Is 
there someting in the law that requires them to open their books up 
(inaudible). 
MR. FOLEY: I think (inaudible) 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: Well, for instance, this morning, as 
I understand it, I wasn't here, but one of the responses to an earl 
question this morning on the part of a witness from the S.P. was tmt 
he would be happy to have the Auditor General come and take a look at 
the books of the Southern Pacific Company. Do I understand that to be 
the man's answer? And that's -- because there is no author 
law for that to be voluntary on their part. 
in the 
MR. FOLEY: Perhaps not -- with respect to the Auditor General, 
I do not know what the order of the general statutory author ion is. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: It's not bad, I can tell you that. 
MR. FOLEY: No. My general understanding, I guess, is 
would be the Auditor General (inaudible), but I am not sure. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: But in other 
MR. FOLEY: The company could ee 
sn't welcome any check, such as that. 
t we may not have turned up, but is i 
au ity in the Public Utilities Code where Util 0 
supply ion at the Commissions's (inaud lel 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: But you have no le) 
way that you and the (inaudible) are mak 
MR. FOLEY: Well, I am not sure that 
aud 
le) s very 
independent and we consider the staff-- the Commiss 's is 
independent and (inaudible) the Public Utilities ... 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: You do have that author ? 
MR. FOLEY: Oh, yes. Yes, there is statutory 
(inaudible) I say, it isn't done in every case and the 
last six or seven years (inaudible) audit on a r 
sible. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: That's (inaudible) 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Let me ask you, Mr. Fo 
your department (inaudible) these figures prov 
Southern Pacific annual report? Can you do comparat 
es, too, and do they coincide with the annual 




Mr. FOLEY: I will have to ask Mr. Astrue to re 
MR. ASTRUE: We have made a preliminary corre 
not correlate. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: It does not correlate? 
MR. ASTRUE: No, not exactly. 








Astrue, do you think there is a need for establish 
establishing of accounting procedures that would s 
revenues in operation from their freight at to 
examinations of accounting data supported or not support 
te interest? 
MR. ASTRUE: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: So there is a need? 
MR. ASTRUE: (inaudible) within the staff. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Then I would be correct in stating 
correcting this situation would provide you with the tools of 
equests for fare increases in a -- it would facilitate the 
of the figures provided for rate increases by sett up procedur 
would set this apart. 
ion 
MR. ASTRUE: Well, to give you (inaudible). Let me answer 
is way. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: You want to talk into the micr 
this for the record. 
so we 
MR. ASTRUE: (inaudible) as close to the operat as pos l 
(inaudible) allocations. Allocations that might come out of other mutra 
facilities, or mutually used personnel. Now, there's where con 
the sense of allocations. Our hope from all of these studies (inaud 1 ) . 
The desire (inaudible) as many of those (inaudible). 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: I see, Mr. Astrue. Would you continue, 
. Foley, unless any member has any other question. 
MR. FIELDS: Excuse me, I am not clear. Does the (inaud le) 
now have the authority to make the Southern Pacific ( inaud 11,) to 
intain the proper kind of (inaudible), the kind of book wh r·h ld 
(inaudible)? Does the (inaudible) have the 
the ( 
MR. ASTRUE: Yes, the statutory ( 
ib le) . 
MR. FIELDS: Okay, yeah. 
MR. ASTRUE: (inaudibile). The 
establishing (inaudible) you have to have hear 
th 
MR. FIELDS: (inaudible). Would e be 
for (inaudible) or could you go to the books, the Gr 
e 
a clear idea of whether they are losing money or not? 
) ... 
s, 
MR. ASTRUE: (inaudible) allocation the ' l the 
S.P. The company is engaged not only in (inaudible) and Gr 
a longline operations within the State of Californ 
service within the State of California and (inaud 
as far as (inaudible) within the operation of r 
volving Greyhound. Well, that completes my answer 
cost in California, you can't go to a Greyhound 
What we have to do is work it out on an allocat 
and also commute 
I 
because in the Greyhound case, there are probably almost 
analyses (inaudible) and that's how it works there. 






audit Greyhound than it is the Southern Pacific on a c operat 
ld that be accurate? 
MR. FOLEY: (inaudible) Than it would Greyhound. 




Can you be more specific with respect to sonnel ob-
MR. FOLEY: I don't think I can Mr. Arnett. Just al 
workload of the staff of the last few years has substant 
oved and it creates difficulties (inaud le) ... 
s 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: The thought often occur to 
s to these kinds of functions of 
welfare grant increases, health care 
e formulas, and that sort of thing, we 
orne in the law that allows us to regulate it 
we 
flate or deflate with the economy as it relates to a formul ed 
to 
And sounds simple, it may not be, in order to f the r 1 
to cover all kinds of circumstances. And I suppose wou do a lot 
people out of jobs in regulatory agencies and groups. What 
reaction to that? 
MR. FOLEY: 
yes or no (inaudible) 
(inaudible) I can hardly give you a detai 
MR. ARNETT: Perhaps eliminates regulations, regul 
review. Maybe that is going too far. Maybe that certainly reduces 
the scope. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: (inaudible) procedure about wh the bas 
figures are checked upon which any kind of formula is 
to have some kind of procedural apparatus (inaudible) 
wou not be directly involved in the rate regulat 
MR. FOLEY: Well, you would have to ( 
sel . 
le) you 
orne kind of indexing and I don't know what you would use 
for a sale price index or what have you, but of course you would 
You 
into 
o complicated problems of how that is calculated and all the mater 
that are in those various indexes used by the utilit 
It is an interesting theory and there are a lot 
(inaudible) type articles about it. 
are regu 
magaz util 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: ... (INAUDIBLE) 
l.S to on size the 
of a canst ional amendment. 
(?) If I might turn the question 
r it to a figure that has been brought up th 
can through some light on it, and it might enl 
read from April '74 (inaudible) a project 
Southern Pacific by San Mateo County, and could 




tell me i 
The superintendent's figures for 1972... ee fferent 
entr totally $2000,000,414. In the rate increase to the l 
il ies Commission this same (inaudible) item totals $790, 
ible) '72 and '73. Could you shed some 1 on that and 
is connected. Could you, Sergeant, provide this to Mr. F 
MR. FOLEY: There may be a problem. Ins '7 
may be a mixture of typical years. 
MR. ASTVUE: Yes. With calendar year and 
just know. From '72 to '73 we had almost $6000,000 
MR. FOLEY: I don't think I could say 
great (inaudible) 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Was this the same item? 
MR. FOLEY: They are ... it is the same grouping 
structure account group, and these are the expenses 




commute operation. And it is what their idea of ub ect. It is 
not anything that is in accordance with any rule, e er th ICC or s 
s It doesn't come out of any (inaudible) a 
o oduce these figures exactly. The only the e on 
(68) 
ssociated with is the adoption of the (inaudible) 
... the account numbers. 
You know, 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: I see, but there is no account 
no other, no commission has ever adopted the pr s 
s lted in these numbers. It is their own idea. Now, if I 
f they are able to do that with figures and obv s there is 
sizable discrepancy, would we be fair in assuming that the f es 
increase leaves something to be desired. 
MR. FOLEY: Yes, from the standpoint that when they 
ing in an application, uh, it is what they say a part lar 
ible} dis·•.::ort period. It is their idea of what what. 
~e have gone out and made inventory on personnel here recent 
we resul~ed in a substantial reduction in their 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: Substantial reduction? 
MR. FOLEY: It hasn't been produced in a general rate case. 
It was in connection with a recent case involved in lroad ret ement 
ives but the amount that they associate, for instance, 
administrative type expenses are superintendent's area 
which has been mentioned here today. We come up with a lot less 
involved. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: ... as though the advocate be it rai 
r or be it anybody else, it is almost a kind of labor 
ort of a game where they come in with high figures and you have to 
them down and the burden of proof is on you to chalk 
say, you set yourself up on a sort of an adversary proceeding 
lawyers have a wonderful time and earn a lot of good fees and all 
kind of business while the year goes, you 
1 game to me ... 
sounds l an 
l 
MR. FOLEY: That is our regu ion funct 
adver pr and appl s have 
reasonableness of ir (inaudible) 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: In this case the 
figures. The burden of proof is on you 
have ibed that are actually in the law to 
9) 
the powers that 
that 
are not correct if you are going to provide some k of reason as to 
you make the final judgment you do but suppose 
of final judgment that you want but presumab 




of reason as to why the decisions arise after was dec a cert 
way, so you feel the necessity of providing the reasons; efore, in 
actuality the burden of proof as it relates to f es discr s, 
as the Chairman points out, is really on you, not 
MR. FOLEY: Oh, I don't disagree. I th 
I think that is one of the realities of the regu 
perhaps to this county, at least in my experience; 
the utilities do not come in with completely r 
that appeared on the face of the application, I would 




ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: Well, take these as an e. 
are three years shown there. Take the top four items one and 
two years '72-'73. Let's take the very top line in book that 
shows under Superintendents a figure--r have exact what is is. 
MR. FOLEY: 51,136. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: The equivalent f 
191,208. What the 11 happened in a year' 
to cause them to attach that kind of eas 
ents which is better than three, four times what 
and that to me is, you know, somebody's 
justify that figure, it seems to me. 
(70 
e the 1 
or 
to dane 
MR. FOLEY: I agree on the face it looks unreasonable. 
there is some sort of explanation and I know on you 
an find out you get the witness who prepared the exhibit and the cost 
f the rate increase application and he presents that and then on cross 
examination, perhaps the staff would have theirs and them st 
based on that. It is the (inaudible). That's the first You 
go to get the same (inaudible). 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: You do increase from 1972 to '73. 
MR. FOLEY: Well, okay that's how we to 111% 
that kind of thing. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: A little more than inflat 
MR. FOLEY: My comments since I am not going to be 
ectly in the case myself, on the face of the application is a 
aumatic increase that has been requested, particular when you 
on ider the fact that there has been two recent offsets -- one earl 
is year for fuel and one last year for the labor retirement tax 
ease by the federal government. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Without elaborating , could I ask 
. Foley, -- maybe you shouldn't be the one I should be asking. Some-
one from the railroad will be coming back. We intend to pursue s 
and more specifically the nomenclature and the MTS appearing this 
ticular study and compaing it to the appeal for a fa iru 'l' a e. 
MR. FOLEY: . . . the company per s onne 1 ... 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: R 
MR. FOLEY: ... who prepared the attachment 
to the Commission. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: That is why I am having ... Now 
Mr. Cantwell from San Mateo County who will also be is 
i in the nomenclature and in the amounts reflected 
as opposed to the late increase in figures were 
to you supportive figures for the rate increase, so if 
to the next subject, Mr. Arnett, and finish because I 
pointed out initially that our concerns are with the 









c er in the sense that we cannot find people to g us the answers 
to is kind of discrepancy. 
MR. FOLEY: Surely. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: I will take that back if 
Mr. Foley. If you would go on to the next , I would 
t. You have something to contribute, sir. If th s my 
MR. FOLEY: There is a third quest about ERR' am 
most concerned about that because conceivably we--
the Legislature can proceed and that is to r 
may be 
e ... 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: ... most concerned about that 
c ly that may be an area that the Legislature ( le) 
area 
con-
is to require EIR to accompany all of these. What other occas s 
do they decrease this? 
MR. FOLEY: In response to that question, answer is 
Commission has concluded that f-:RR s are rcqu r r 
ings or any proceedings involving ( 
to; and Commission 11 make appropr 
le) and can 
comments 
(7 2 
averages. And I am quoting from Decision No. 81237 Case . 945 
15, and quote "in the light on the 
Commission concludes the policy provisions of 
mental Quality Act apply to rate proceedings but not 
not. The Commission will consider potential environmental t 
matters when such issues are brought to light by the staff 
ties of appropriate findings will be aware of." The answer to 
estion number three that any (inaudible) qualities including the 
staff can bring up a possible environmental impact of, let's a 
ll grant of the application other 111% and possible decl 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Let me ask you, Mr. Foley, that is one area 
possibly the Legislature might be concerned as how in se rate 
creases, does the same thinking apply in regards to what se 
rate increases will have on patronage? Is this a questionary matter 
the Southern Pacific and discretionary with the Public Util ss 




MR. FOLEY: Well, I think it is -- I don't think 
I would think, if I was an examiner, I'll ru 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Has that been the case in the past? 
MR. FOLEY: Yes, there has been traffic decline 
introduced in (inaudible) S.P. commuter raised ... 
is d 
cast 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: In view of th morn 
to 
• cou 
ible) between rate increases and 
you to the best of your recol 
as to what impact rate increases have on ? 
MR. FOLEY: I am not sure (inaudible) decis 
orne discussions ... 
dr 
g 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Mr. Astvue, does he represent ... 
0 
MR ASTVUE: Well, it depends for normal s rate eases. 
Let's say up to ten or fifteen percent or something l om that 
normal range, and (inaudible) transit operations there have been iences 
was documented, the result is something close to, 's 
every one percent of rate increase it would be a one 
effect dimination of traffic. I mean is that many who wou divert 
lves. 
MR. ASTVUE: If you are in this lower r But if are 
involved with what we are faced with on this lll%, we are not ta 
about at all. Because you have a parallel as 
Greyhound, and you also are in an area where people cons alternatives 
percentages are something that are going to be very, very substantial. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: People on the buses four morn 
then drop off 25 or 30%. 
MR ASTVUE: Yes that would be correct. Just ( 
off. It would something considerably more. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Is there something more you wou 
present Mr. Foley? 
M~. FOLEY: No sir, other than Mr. Fields 
1 





MR. FIELDS: Yes, I was just interested in two 
le) . Study three, if you could just br 
the members have a short statement from it, and tend 
I think it would be fair to characterize this somewhat cr 1 
S.P. service. 
MR. GOTTLICH: I would like to comment on that direct 
st off, you referred to a two-part study that I performed 1973 
that unfortunately is not quite totally correct statement. lf, 
under the direction of Mr. Astrue, and my immediate senior formed a 
one-part study in 1973 which you have. And, the second part was not 
formed. Now with respect to the idea of being critical, I just 
learned about this hearing yesterday, and I am very privileged to be here 
with you today. And, my--one of the thing that I wanted to re was the 
llowing: That the (inaudible) of this staff exhibit was to simply 
present some of the things that either in the first sense maybe lacking 
we consider should be on the railroad in the way of serv lity 
and (inaudible) type of service; and secondly some of the 
conceivably done to improve. I understand where the concept of cr ical-
ness come from, and I rather not have to deal with that. I rather just 
have the document considered, because some of the points that are rai 
, hopefully, they are constructively applicable and dr the criticism. 
There is one other recommendation or idea that was left out of this s 
at that time, and that should very definitely be included in 's 
sideration of upgrading transit on the peninsula; and is simply 
the innerconnection between the Southern Pacific depot in San Francisco 
ither Third or Fourth Street now. And, the Central part of San Francisco 
present connection supplied at that mun 1 ra 





It would not take very much to 
, more pleas and de 
to this short shuttle wh i mi ent 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: Jeff, was that point r sed when the SP 
was before the Commission with respect to its appl ation for 
of moving the station? 
oval 
MR. GOTTLICH: Yes, that point was raised 
I did not personally participate in that proceeding 
in the formal hearing room, but I do recall that po 




ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: What's you recollection as to what was 
sa about all of that? 
lson. MR. GOTTLICH: I would have to refer that to Mr. 
MR. WILSON: Generally speaking there ... 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Why don't you state you name. 
MR. WILSON: (inaudible) Wilson, Councilman 
Public Utilities Commission. Genrally speaking, the 




des ed to see the station moved closer to Market Street, also 
the testimony of a professor in California at ley who have 
dealt with transit problems, location of depots and etc. job 
estimony was that it would be more desirable to see the depot 
closer to Market Street. Closer to the point to where people were 
of thing naturally was tend to increase patronage make 
more useful to people, and be more desirab to use 
se are made to situations where Golden Gate Tr t 
the way which they eased their patr was to 
oute to where the people were. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: Seem imminently ical. ion, 
however, when it has approved the application for the removal of the 
station one block down the street. You don't have to comment on that. 
Because that would put you in a position to comment on losses. 
MR. FIELDS: I think (inaudible) a certain amount of evidence 
as we see here as to what the cause would be to move that MC station 
from Third Avenue to Market Street. Generally speaking, SP now minus 
any. They do have tracks that could go up to oximate re 
are now headquartered. But the cost to upgrade that track 
substantial, and that has also been introduced into the hear 
any other types of statistics. 
very 
without 
MR. WILSON: (inaudible) Commission is going the other way. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARENTT: Your feeling in a relatively confined 
circQ~stance situation, I suppose the natural thought that occurs to 
me is that here we are spending a billion and half million dollars or 
more -- God knows how much more -- on the BART which is pre ly 
designed to move people to one place to another and not be seen, and the 
taxpayer sits there and he takes a look at a move like this, worr 
about what it might -- what is your concern about what it cost to upgr 
that track. And, he sees that as a (inaudible) and you know, maybe we 
need broader planning view of the (inaudible) regulations. 
MR. FIELDS: Can I? Just one more question about the r 
Going back to the original report. 
MR. WILSON: Just one (inaudible) 
up to Mission or the general 
the general vicinity of the Trans 
le) Station and Bart, a small (inaud 
provide a comfortable shuttle service for six b to 
we are talking about. If we are talking about cost effect 
le 
stment, it's a small step, but that might be a st cost ef-
step at any rate. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: The only trouble with that is a 
the other guy's job. 
MR. FIELDS: Could you give us some idea of why the s 
ss 
, because it is a two part story never printed. And, I 
the remark, I am not being critical. 
ze 
MR. WILSON: Okay now, in the report on the 
, there is a sentence that read: This report and 
covers the matters set forth above an addit 
ating cost is presently in advance awaiting 
ished by Southern Pacific prior to staff cost deve 




MR. WILSON: The report is dated April 1973, at least that 
what it says on the cover. So, that is the approximate date of 
MR. FIELDS: So you waited a year for this ( le). 
MR. WILSON: I can't speak how long was waited. Wed wait 
for data that we requested, and we did not receive the we r s 
or anything approximating that would be useful to us in the study we 
!ed to undertake. 
s 
(78) 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: Did you have the power to 
to be produced? 
MR. WILSON: Well, the legal council could to 
about what we did that towards the end. Do you want to answer 
MR. GOTTLICH: We did file a (inaudible) to r 
Pac to produce it. On that motion we found at the beginn of 
hearing, proceeding, the motion was made before the Governor and 
motion was denied. He had reasons other than relevancy this 
evidence to deny it. It is my recollection that the amount of money 
Southern Pacific was requesting in its proceedings would knock 
the lose they were claiming. We did not have at that time, the statutory 
(inaudible) cost of the study. And, (inaudible) ruled that recognizing 
smaller tested operations that in light of the hearings taking place, 
that they wouldn't be that relevant, and so we did not ever get a favor-
able ruling on our motions. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Wow. We will have to go into some 1 
tomorrow 
MR. GOTTLICH: Just one thing that might be re The 
request in this matter for ten or eleven percent which is a not eable 
increase, but within the normal bounds of request as they come and 
The staff wish to, at that time, Mr. Astrue as my supervisor and our 
oup, we wish to conduct a partial cost study with respect to certain 
selective accounts. Incidentally, these were primarily labor accounts. 
At that time, we figure that the majority of the expenses were 
claimed and we could get a good feeling for those with our limited staff 
time, and come up perhaps with something helpful to the Commission. We 
didn't get the payroll data in that proceeding, but the very next 
Paci proceeding, in ~1ich arc ask 
wh just ace 1 ned. to be -r i 
offset request. Our unit and lar one leman 
went out and counted noses from one end of 
to the other of how many people actually were work on lroad and 
I do not recall the exact figures, you will have to check the but 
ly the applicant stated that it was their bel f that 600 
were involved in servicing commute operations and the f made a show-
that was somewhat over 400 people were involved and the effect of 
staff's study in this matter was tha the request for 8% fare ease 
was l to 6% and 2% was denied so that although we d not to 
do study on labor that we had hoped to do in that 
we are discussing, in the very next proceeding our un went out 
we did that study through our own resources as we might. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: We thank you, gentlemen and 
hood that we may ask that we get ahold of you 
a likl 
on, thank 
you, Mr. Foley, Thank you, Sir. If I might move a we have with 
us e--yes? I would like to call the the C 
San Jose, Miss Janet Gray Hayes, who has to (inaudible), we are most 
ested in what you have, you can come and j us at the table f 
that would make you more comfortable, Miss Hayes. 
MISS JANET GRAY HAYES: I have copies of my test 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Fine, we would like to have e. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HAYDEN: Miss Hayes, is the 
San Jose but she is a candidate for Mayor in the 
esent Vice-Mayor of 
elect 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Well, I can say that Mrs. Gray, Mr. 
s an improvement over Mr. Minetta. (laughter) 
(80) 
MISS HAYES: I wish Mr. Minetta well, I have been 
for over a year and I must say this is a very welcome 
been on City Council for three and a half years, I th 
only good for positions of leadership to reverse the roles 
then and make testimony to higher levels of government, but, 
s 
. Cha 
and members of the Assembly Committee on Transportation, I am cJanet Gr 
Hayes, Vice-Mayor of the City of San Jose and I apprec th s 
to speak on behalf of my fellow residents on this proposed Southern 
Pacific (inaudible) rate increase, and I commend this committee for your 
concern as demonstrated by the hearings on this very critical issue. In 
my testimony today I am going to address three issues (pick up on pr 
statement) 
Now, If you (inaudible) read it and I will lose your attent 
I would like to summarize ... 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: If you would ... 
MISS HAYES: because it seems to me that the questions that 
you are raising are exactly what we are concerned about. I was very 
happy to hear Assemblyman Arnett and Chairman Papan ask questions of 
how the Commission reviewed the (inaudible) claims of the author 
and the response about the cross allocation methodology, whatever that 
means, and the annual report correlations because represent 
constituents that I do I think these are extremely pertinent 
the 
tions. 
I would like to summarize first the impact which is wr 
out here. I really consider that the request to increase the s 
fares by 111% is outrageous at this time and I would like to on and 
lain why I feel it is outrageous. It is a very great increase at 
this time and the question was raised as to how they calculated the: 
ion factor, or the declining rate of us and on 
last half--I have gone into that. Our sta 
the sionary factors from the S.P. onto the h 
s I bel Mr. Foley testified at this t , about 
factor of 25%, but the important point is there have been no previous 
tud s on the effect of a Southern Pacific rate ease of 
In the past it is true the Public Utilit s c ssion has used 
d ion factor of 25% but these were for much smal increases. 
Now, the rate of decline and how they calculated is in that next to the 
st paragraph on page 2, but we, in fact, questioned and some 
our estimates indicate that we may experience as much as a 50% decl 
passenger traffic from Southern Pacific and that this decl in the 
se of the train might well occur even though it is less to 
se the train than to drive the car under the proposed rate eases. 
But somehow, I think on page 3, we (inaudible) just too add 1 
out-of-pocket expense to ask commuters to bear. We th that at th 
that this time we should be doing everything possible to get le 
of cars and into mass transit; therefore, the st at s 
, I am glad that you are very carefully question 
The projected peak hour increases of traf are so substantial 
we have documented what we feel they will be in the f es on 
t. Our residents, the taxpayers of these communit s should not 
have to tolerate such an additional burden on their pocketbooks, the 
, and our environment. I think we have had enough of sonous 
llution of our priceless air pollution of our priceless and what 
we are facing here is aggravating the commuter crunch on our highways 
increasing the price of that commuter ticket. Thus, we ar 
(82) 
iencing a double digit inflation and now I would 1 to read 
carefully with you the third point of my testimony and that i 
Southern Pacific's financial position and whether or not this 
a rate increase is really needed at this time and I believe s is 
you are trying to determine in a fair and equitable basis and I would 
l to offer you some of the information that has come to our attent 
Southern Pacific is a transportation-based holding 
which, according to Standard and Poor's, which is public informat 
"operates a major southwestern U.S. railroad and has large r 
and land development subsidiaries." 
estate 
Southern Pacific is, in investment terminology, an "A-" 
company. In otherwords, it has a good rating. 
For the first quarter of 1974, the railway operating revenues 
rose by almost 10%, 9.8% to be exact. Further revenue increases, ac-
cording to the stockbrokers, are to be projected for this ca year. 
To quote from Standard and Poor's "Another good gain in revenues 
anticipated for 1974 from the $1.6 billion of 1973 ... Most nonrail 
activities, particularly real estate, should score good gains." and 
this is the important point that we would like to have you some 
lud-attention to, if Southern Pacific liquidated their assets 
the land the cash value would be much larger than their esent net 
worth statement indicates. Their net worth statement values land hold-
ings at the cost price and what they paid for them, not at current 
values and in this context, it should be noted that most of 
Pacific's vast land holdings were conveyed to them for the purpose of 
public service and from the available information and the answers to 
8 
you posed, it appears that Southern Pac 
rate increase to increase their a s 
does not seem to me very much the 
I st that if Southern Pacific cannot 
1 at rates that the public can afford then the 
act to purchase the right-of-way at book value to 
lie transportation systems. This would insur 
1 transportation needs on the Peninsula would not 
In concluding, I would like to say that it would not be 
sonable for the State of California to allow an action wh 
this time reduces the use of mass transit, puts more cars on the roads, 
contr 
contr 
s to the inefficient use of scarce energy resourc s and 
s in no way to the public interest. 
For the citizens of San Jose and Santa Clara Vall 
urge the denial of this proposed Southern Paci l 
I would be available for any questions you 
have luded the charts that our staff worked out and the 
se lanatory, I think, for our point of view. We are more 
erned about the commuter crunch than that. We are concerned 
the out-of-pocket expenses of our commuters. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Mrs. Hayes we certainly apprec 
and are there any ..• yes, Mr. Arnett? 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: One question, the pos 
describe the company and which Standard and Poor's and the others 
descr the company do indicate the full range of the 's 
act it s? 
rate 
MISS HAYES: That is true. 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: They claim that 
ease r st on the commuter service a 
are ba 
and 
and I don't think there is any argument at on the 
do hold lots of holdings outside of that. Do I under 
testimony to suggest that because the company, as a whole, 
MISS HAYES: Very .•• 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: That they should be 
time being to use that wealth as a backup to the losses 
commuter area? 
MISS HAYES: Possibly, but also I am suggest 
time has come for the State of California to cons 
those right-of-ways and allowing us to have mass trans 
some way or another I just would think that ... 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT: We can't take those r 
ort of gratis, we have to pay for it ... 
MISS HAYES: That is right but ... 
that 
corr 
ASSEMBLYMAN ARNETT (?) : Then, you see the l 
fore you arrived this morning was partially answered is 
the profit picture was set aside when asking for a rate 
that same profit picture was ignored and shown as less than a pr 
situation when asking for that rate increase yet we utilized 
track to produce hope and this is the argument because if we 
accord that Southern Pacific or any railroad that they are, 
f a license granted them by the people, that part of 
corporates both the need and to satisfy the freight market 
passenger market and what the Mayor is saying is 
1 
fit picture, often times they certainly wou 
if could produce profit and stead f 
could be something more and quite frank 
of a rate increase and your idea about r 
sent right-of-way maybe Southern Pacific finds this 
d 
i we do preserve the right-of-way that pr 
freight operation and conceivably somewhere down 
for the right-of-way of that section of tract that 
have. I am sure that the men with Southern Paci 
be very interested in preserving what is a lucrative 
ss and allow us, the State that is or whatever body we 
i ize for commuter service to San Francisco the other 
of the right-of-way that they presently enjoy. Now, we 
that as yet, but it is possibly an avenue for us to 
not come out in testimony, I would like to 
sentiments are on that but unfortunately the 
r 
s morning, although good, was not sufficient to answer 
ions. We would like to thank you for the t 
surely. 
that 
MISS HAYES: I appreciate that and I think we 
interest of public service and that is where 
well. Maybe we could work something out in the public 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Thank you. 
MISS HAYES: Thank you very much, too. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: We have someone that we have shor 
is on the environmental, The Bay Area Pollution, yes, 
~ , Mr. Macomber ... 
(8 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Mr. Macomber, and s 
l of Mr. Macomber and ... 
your full names you ... 
MR. MICHAEL MACOMBER: My name is Jvlike 
esent the Air Pollution Control Distr I have pr 
tatement here on the ( ible) posit and I can s 
s ally the difference (inaudible) the oppos to 
to this problem that would resu in the disolut o the ... 
opposed to any solution which would result the discont 
trans service of this magnitude. I have a few 
from our air monitoring stations to show that we s 
any further a pollution emission. We are alr 
tandards, any further automobile emission would s 
oblem. On the table here, I won't (inaud le). I 
our (inaudible) monitoring stations and as 
Pen la shows that in San Francisco for the 
were only two days making 73 where the standard was exc 
the t you have reached Burlingame there were 10 days ( 
San Jose still here, San Jose to a 55, I guess I am safe 
So, in order to be compared with a standard of 8 s 
not to be exceeded more than once a year. Now, if you l 
other column the parts for 100 million you 11 see that 
.reached 27 in that year ... it had reached ash as 36 
areas of the Bay area. (inaudible) estimate, and me s 
estimate of traffic figures are very appr , there are 
ources and I think there are some sitting in 




l 9 000 persons would put about 4,000 
s on for commute purposes, and 
l 25,000 in the three hour period 
, and that would account for a 20 
conditions would remain the 
kind of an increase the pollution emiss wou 
l I can't imagine that you could put a 20 perc 
Shore Freeway and not have traffic tie-ups, c 
orts consequences from that. The result of 
wou the 5,000 new automobiles put out more th 
of l ion, the 25,000 original would also out 
emissions that arise from commute vehicles are ess 
worse that we have because they occur at the early 
The afternoon commute vehicles are not near 
smog as the morning. This is because 
l to cook, and they also have the period of the 
most intense sunlight. So that on the basis ( 
not taking into account any of these questions 
iscuss elsewhere today, the District is very 
which you would (inaudible) the transit 
onto the highway or made a substantial reduct 
There was some mention a few minutes ago about 
not sure what the legalities are on a problem of thi 
flowing through the office any (inaudible) 
We can't pretend to look at them and a very large pr 
for things which would have very much less effect the~ 
icles back on the road. As I say, I don't know 
88) 
egal ies there are (inaudible) be required to out 
ometh of this sort, normally the EIR for 1 
something new, which might be considered somewhat di fer 
(INAUDIBLE) : Well, 20 percent more traf on 
crowded polluting freeway is something new. I cou 
decisions having this kind of impact, Mr. Macomber. 
see i 
MR. MACOMBER: I know Papan uses that commute r 
come over the bridge, but I can see the effect of small 
in the actual numbers of traffic to help the condit s that 
the roadway, and according to (inaudible) I think an 
effect on the traffic. I think there are people here, at least 
have on the schedule people from (inaudible) that know a lot e 
about it than I do. 
----------------- (?): We are expecting to get some 
testimony. 
ASSEMBLYMAN LOCKYER: On the little chart you have 
where you indicate parts per million and part per hundred 11 
(inaudible) San Francisco is 12 for two different Does 
mean that there are many other days when it was above 8? 
MR. MACOMBER: No. The days of excess are listed 
the days when it exceeded the 8 parts per hundred 11 
ASSEMBLYMAN LOCKYER: And this is how high 
MR. MACOMBER: 12 is the highest the 
ASSEMBLYMAN LOCKYER: Is there any way of est 
there was additonal cars, how many additional 
MR. MACOMBER: That is very difficult, you ar 
an attempt to develop a computer model, which we do i 
(89) 
not s that those 5,000 cars unless we got tr 
ter the s in any very large way, becau 
for we want to control. This is one bad 
id some very quick calculations that 
out about a ton of carbon monoxide dur 
out about the same ton going home. 
eas 
s prov 
conditions stay as they are. They put out some 300, 
amount of nitrogen oxide. Now, if you want you can 
ource inventory and you will find that our ... from, oh I 
or 14 hundred tons of (inaudible) carbon in all 
this is a special (inaudible) addition in our source 
we are apt to report individual enterprises which ( 
into the air. The cut- point is about a tenth of 
le) or not, and these would all be over that on a da 
e you double these figures. 
CHAIRMAN PAPAN: Are there any other members that 
to question Mr. Macomber. Thank you Mr. Macomber. Is 
the audience who would like to testify at this ? 
fact that we have no further testimony received today, I 
1 tomorrow at 10:00. 
